In this paper, the downlink multi-user scheduling problem is studied for a time-slotted system with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer. In particular, in each time slot, a single user is scheduled to receive information, while the remaining users opportunistically harvest the ambient radio frequency (RF) energy. We devise novel scheduling schemes in which the tradeoff between the users' ergodic capacities and their average amount of harvested energy can be controlled. To this end, two fair scheduling schemes used in informationonly transfer systems are modified. First, proportionally fair maximum normalized signal-to-noise ratio (N-SNR) scheduling is modified by scheduling the user having the j th ascendingly ordered (rather than the maximum) N-SNR. We refer to this scheme as order-based N-SNR scheduling. Second, conventional equal-throughput (ET) fair scheduling is modified by scheduling the user having the minimum moving average throughput among the set of users whose N-SNR orders fall into a certain set of allowed orders Sa (rather than the set of all users). We refer to this scheme as order-based ET scheduling. The feasibility conditions required for the users to achieve ET with this scheme are also derived. It is shown that the smaller the selection order j for the order-based N-SNR scheme, and the lower the orders in Sa for the order-based ET scheme, the higher the average amount of energy harvested by the users at the expense of a reduction in their ergodic capacities. The performance of the considered scheduling schemes is analyzed for independent and non-identically distributed (i.n.d.) Ricean fading channels, and closed-form results for the special case of i.n.d. Rayleigh fading are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the tremendous growth of the number of batterypowered wireless communication devices, the idea of prolonging their lifetime by allowing them to harvest energy from the environment has drawn a lot of research interest. Wireless power transfer is particularly important for energy-constrained wireless networks such as sensor networks. For such networks, replacing batteries can be costly or even infeasible in scenarios where the sensors are deployed in difficult-to-access environments or embedded inside human bodies. However, common renewable energy resources such as solar and wind energy are weather dependent and can not be used indoors. On the other hand, harvesting energy from radio frequency (RF) signals is a viable green solution to supply energy wirelessly to low-power devices [1] . Moreover, RF signals can transport information together with energy, which motivates the integration of RF energy harvesting in wireless communication systems [2] [3] [4] .
Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) systems were first studied in [2, 3] , where the authors show that there exists a fundamental tradeoff between information rate and power transfer. This tradeoff can be characterized by the boundary of the so-called rate-energy (R-E) region [4] . However, due to practical circuit constraints, a received signal used for information decoding (ID) can not be reused for energy harvesting (EH) [4] . One possible practical receiver architecture for SWIPT is the time switching receiver which switches in time between EH and ID [4] .
Recently, multi-user systems employing SWIPT have been gaining growing attention in an effort to make SWIPT suitable for practical networks [4] [5] [6] . Multi-user multiple input single output SWIPT systems are studied in [5] , where the authors derive the optimal beamforming design that maximizes the total energy harvested by the EH receivers under signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio constraints at the ID receivers. Moreover, [6] considers a multi-user time-division-multipleaccess system with energy and information transfer in the downlink and uplink channels, respectively. The authors derive the optimal downlink and uplink time allocation with the objective of achieving maximum sum-throughput or equalthroughput under a total time constraint.
Multi-user scheduling schemes that exploit the independent and time-varying multipath fading of the users' channels to create multi-user diversity (MUD) have been extensively studied in information-only transfer systems [7, 8] . With such schemes, the user having the most favourable channel conditions is opportunistically scheduled to transmit/receive. Practical opportunistic schedulers aim at maximizing the users' capacities, while maintaining long-term fairness among users with different channel conditions. For example, scheduling the user having the maximum instantaneous normalized signalto-noise ratio (N-SNR) (normalized to its own average SNR) maximizes the users' capacities while ensuring that the capacity of each user is proportional to his channel quality. Another way to provide fairness is to guarantee equal throughput (ET) to all users by scheduling the user having the minimum moving average throughput [9] . In SWIPT systems, however, the scheduling rules should be modified to additionally control the amount of energy harvested by the users. Multi-user scheduling schemes that exploit MUD and guarantee longterm fairness among users have not been considered in the context of SWIPT so far. Thus, in this paper, we devise a proportionally fair order-based N-SNR scheduler, where the user having the j th -ordered N-SNR is scheduled and an orderbased ET fair scheduler, where the user having the minimum moving average throughput is scheduled among the set of users whose N-SNR orders fall into a set of allowed orders S a . The results show that the design parameters j and S a can be used to control the R-E tradeoff of the order-based N-SNR and ET schedulers, respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the considered system model and the EH receiver model are presented. We also briefly review round robin (RR) scheduling which serves as a performance benchmark for the proposed order-based N-SNR scheduling scheme.
A. System Model
Consider a time-slotted SWIPT system that consists of one access point (AP) with a fixed power supply and N user terminals (UTs) that are battery-powered. The system is studied for downlink transmission, where it is assumed that the AP always has a dedicated packet to transmit for every user. We assume that the UT receivers are time switching [4] , i.e., in each time slot, each UT may either decode the information from the received signal or harvest energy from it. In each time slot, the AP schedules one user for information transmission, while the other idle users opportunistically harvest energy from the received signal, as shown in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, the AP and the UTs are equipped with a single antenna.
At time slot t, the AP transmits an information signal to the scheduled user and the received signal at user n is given by
where P is the constant transmit power of the AP, x is the complex baseband information symbol whose average power is normalized to 1, i.e., E[|x| 2 ]=1, where E[·] denotes expectation, √ h n and θ n are respectively the amplitude and the phase of the fading coefficient of the channel from the AP to user n, and z n is zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 .
The channels from the AP to the users are assumed to be block fading, i.e., the channel remains constant during one time slot, and varies independently from one slot to the next. The fading coefficients of the different links are assumed to be statistically independent. Furthermore, the users' channels may have different mean channel power gains due to the path loss difference between users at different distances from the AP. Two channel models are considered, namely Ricean and Rayleigh fading. The Ricean fading model is relevant for shortrange RF EH applications, where a line of sight path may exist together with scattered paths between the transmitter and the receiver. In this case, √ h n is Ricean distributed with Ricean factor K n and mean power gain Ω n , and the instantaneous channel power gain h n is non-central χ 2 -distributed with probability density function (pdf) [10] 
where I 0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the 1 st kind and order zero. The corresponding cumulative distribution function (cdf) is [10] 
where Q 1 (a, b) is the first-order Marcum Q-function given by
If a direct link between the transmitter and the receiver does not exist, the Ricean factor is K n = 0, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and the distribution of the AP-UT channels reduces to Rayleigh fading. The resulting channel power gain of user n is exponentially distributed with mean Ω n , pdf f hn (x) = λ n e −λnx , where λ n = 1/Ω n , and cdf F hn (x) = 1 − e −λnx .
B. Energy Harvesting Receiver Model
We adopt the EH receiver model described in [11] . In this model, the average harvested power (or equivalently energy, for a unit-length time slot) is given by [11, Eq. (14) ]
where h is the channel power gain from the AP to the EH receiver and η is the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency which ranges from 0 to 1. For currently commercially available RF energy harvesters, η ranges from 0.5 to 0.7 [1] .
C. Round Robin (RR) Scheduling
The RR scheduler grants the channels to the users in turn. Hence, no channel knowledge is needed at the AP. Therefore, a user receives information with probability 1 N , and harvests energy with probability 1 − 1 N . Thus, user n (denoted by U n ) achieves an ergodic capacity E[C Un ] that is 1 N times the ergodic capacity E[C Un,f ] that it would have achieved if it had full time access to the channel. That is,
where
dx is given by [10, Eq. (5)] for Ricean fading. Note that we set the bandwidth in [10, Eq. (5) ] to unity since E[C Un,f ] is in bits/s/Hz. For Rayleigh fading, the ergodic full-time-access capacity of user n is E[C Un,f ] = 1 ln(2) e 1 γn E 1 1 γn , whereγ n = P Ωn σ 2 is the average SNR of user n and E 1 (x) is the exponential integral function of the first order defined as E 1 (x) = ∞ 1 e −tx t dt. The resulting average harvested energy of user n for both Ricean and Rayleigh fading channels is
III. R-E TRADEOFF CONTROLLABLE FAIR SCHEDULING SCHEMES FOR SWIPT SYSTEMS Assuming full channel knowledge is available at the AP 1 , the scheduling decision can be made to control not only the capacity but also the amount of energy harvested by the users. In this section, we propose two fair scheduling algorithms in which the R-E tradeoff can be controlled.
A. Order-based Normalized-SNR (N-SNR) Scheduling
In information-only transfer systems, the maximum N-SNR scheme schedules the user having the maximum instantaneous N-SNR, which maximizes the users' capacities while maintaining proportional fairness among all users [8] . However, for SWIPT systems, such a scheduling rule leads to the minimum possible harvested energy by the users, since the best states of the users' channels are exploited for ID rather than EH. We propose to modify the maximum N-SNR scheme to an order-based scheme by scheduling the user having the j th ascendingly-ordered N-SNR, where the selection order j is chosen from {1, . . . , N}. If j = N , order-based N-SNR scheduling reduces to maximum N-SNR scheduling.
1) Order-based N-SNR Scheduling Algorithm: Without loss of generality, ordering the N-SNRs in our model is equivalent to ordering the normalized channel power gains hn Ωn since P and σ 2 are identical for all users. Hence, the scheduling rule for the order-based N-SNR scheme reduces to
where we define "argorder" as the argument of the j th ascending order.
2) Performance Analysis: Next, we analyze the per user ergodic capacity and the per user average harvested energy of the considered scheduling scheme. For Ricean fading, the pdf of the metric to be ordered; the normalized channel power gain X n = hn Ωn , is given by (2) but with unit mean (setting Ω n = 1). Thus, X n , n = 1, . . . , N, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) if all users have the same Ricean factor, i.e., K n = K, ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. This is a realistic assumption since all users exist in the same physical environment. In this case, the pdf and cdf of the normalized Ricean fading channel power gains 1 The channel coefficients of the AP-UT links can be fed back from the users in the uplink in frequency division duplex systems or can be assumed available in time division duplex systems due to channel reciprocity [7] . Thus, the ergodic capacity of user n can be obtained as
where 1 N is the probability that the normalized channel of user n has the j th order. The average harvested energy of user n is
where f X (x) = 1 N N j=1 f X (j) (x) was used. To the best of our knowledge, closed-form expressions for (9) and (10) do not exist for Ricean fading channels. Hence, we resort to numerical integration. For Rayleigh fading, we use (8)-(10) and the pdf and cdf of X n , namely, f X (x) = e −x and F X (x) = 1 − e −x , to obtain the per user ergodic capacity in closed-form as
and the per user average harvested energy as
For the special case of j = N , the resulting average system capacity N n=1 E [C j,Un ] reduces to [8, Eq. (44) ].
B. Order-based ET Scheduling
Conventionally, ET fairness can be achieved by scheduling the user having the minimum moving average throughput [9] . However, with such a scheduling rule, neither the resulting ET nor the amount of energy harvested by the users can be controlled. Hence, we devise a new scheme which trades the ET level for the amount of energy harvested by the users.
1) Order-based ET Scheduling Algorithm: First, the users' instantaneous N-SNRs are ascendingly ordered, and then among the set of users whose N-SNR orders fall into the set of allowed orders S a , the AP schedules the one having the minimum moving average throughput. Thus, at time slot t, the scheduler selects user n * that satisfies
where O n ∈ {1, . . . , N} is defined as the order of the instantaneous N-SNR of user n, and r n (t−1) is the throughput of user n averaged over previous time slots up to slot t − 1.
The throughput of the users is updated recursively as
where C n (t) = log 2 1 + P hn(t) σ 2 is the feasible rate of user n in time slot t, and β ∈ (0, 1) is a smoothing factor selected IEEE ICC 2014 -Wireless Communications Symposium to asymptotically vanish (e.g., β = 1/t) 2 . Confining the set S a to low orders (e.g., S a = {1, . . . , N 2 }) leads potentially to a larger amount of harvested energy compared to conventional ET scheduling (which uses S a = {1, . . . , N}), at the expense of a reduced ET. This is because a user from the set of low N-SNR users is scheduled for data reception and the users having relatively high N-SNRs are selected for EH. Note that depending on the choice of S a , ET scheduling may not always be feasible. This issue is investigated later in Theorem 1 in detail.
2) Performance Analysis: Next, we analyze the ergodic capacity and the average harvested energy per user. The ergodic capacity of user n can be formulated as
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set, 1 |Sa| f X (j) (x) is the likelihood function that the order of the normalized channel x of user n is j given that j ∈ S a , Pr(U n |O n ∈ S a ) is the probability that user n is scheduled given that it has the chance to be scheduled, and Pr(O n ∈ S a ) = |Sa| N since the probability that a user's N-SNR takes any order from {1, . . . , N} is 1/N . To write the average capacity of user n in terms of its unconditioned probability of being scheduled p n Δ = Pr(n * = n), we use
Hence, the average capacity of user n reduces to
where the average capacities of all users are forced to be equal to r, as required for ET transmission. This requires the scheduling probability of user n to be
Since N n=1 p n = 1 must hold, the resulting ET reduces to
That is, for the order-based ET scheme, the equal throughput achieved by all users is given by the harmonic mean of the arithmetic means of the users' N-SNR capacities 2 An asymptotically vanishing β ensures convergence of the moving average throughput rn(t) to its ensemble average E[C Un ] since the considered fading process hn(t) is assumed to be stationary [7] .
E[C j,Un ]
N-SNR over all j ∈ S a . This indicates that the user having the worst average channel will have a dominant effect on the resulting ET. Using (17) and (18), the set of scheduling probabilities required for all users to achieve ET reduces to
(19) As mentioned before, for certain combinations of S a and Ω n , n = 1, . . . , N, the order-based ET scheduling algorithm may fail to provide all users with ET. In particular, the set of scheduling probabilities p n , n = 1, . . . , N, in (19) required for the users to achieve ET may be infeasible. In the following theorem, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the ET-feasibility of the order-based ET scheduling algorithm.
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix. Remark 1. It can be verified that the conventional ET scheme, where |S a | = N , is always ET-feasible. Also, the second condition is always satisfied for L = N as it reduces to N n=1 p n ≤ 1 which is satisfied with equality by definition. For the case when |S a | = 1, the scheme reduces to the order-based N-SNR scheme discussed in Section III-A which always achieves proportional fairness but not ET fairness. In conclusion, by properly selecting S a with |S a | > 1, the ET -if feasible-can be traded for the amount of energy harvested by the users.
Remark 2. In most practical scenarios, the order-based ET scheduling algorithm is ET-feasible. ET-infeasibility occurs when the mean channel power gains Ω n of the users differ by many orders of magnitude. For example, a scenario with 4 users having Rayleigh fading channels with Ω n = 1, 1, 10 −10 , and 10 −10 and with S a = {3, 4} is feasible as the resulting p n = {0.0884, 0.0884, 0.4116, 0.4116} satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1. In contrast, the same scenario but with Ω n = 1, 1, 10 −11 , and 10 −11 is infeasible since the required scheduling probability set p n = {0.0603, 0.0603, 0.4397, 0.4397} does not satisfy the second feasibility condition in Theorem 1 for L = |S a | = 2.
Next, we calculate the average amount of harvested energy per user. Defining S a as the complement of set S a , the average harvested energy of user n is given by
where from (16), pnN |Sa| is the conditional probability that user n is scheduled given that O n ∈ S a . After simple manipulations, E[EH Un ] reduces to
where the unit term is obtained using
, since the normalized channels X n are unit-mean random variables ∀n = 1,. . ., N . The average user capacities and harvested energies for the order-based ET scheme in (18) and (20) can be obtained in closed-form if their order-based N-SNR counterparts in (9) and (10) are in closed-form, which is the case for e.g., Rayleigh fading channels.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The investigated scheduling schemes have been simulated for an indoor environment with N = 7 users operating in the ISM band at a center frequency of 915 MHz, a bandwidth of 26 MHz, and a noise power of σ 2 = −96 dBm. The indoor path loss model in [13] is adopted for the case when the AP and the UTs are on the same floor (i.e., a path loss exponent of 2.76 is used, c.f. [13, TABLE I] ) and assume the AP-UT channels to be i.n.d. Ricean fading with Ricean factor K = 6. We assume an AP transmit power of P = 1 W, an antenna gain of 10 dBi at the AP and 2 dBi at the UTs, and an RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of η = 0.5. The users' mean channel power gains are Ω n = n×10 −5 , which corresponds to an AP-UT distance range of 2.27 m to 4.6 m. The simulated results perfectly agree with the analytical results obtained based on the formulas reported in Section III for the considered scheduling schemes. Hence, only analytical results are provided in Figs. 2 and 3 for clarity of presentation . In Figs. 2 and 3 , every curve represents the ergodic capacity and average harvested energy of all users for a specific scheduling scheme. Also, the R-E curves of the worst and the best-channel users are highlighted. Fig. 2 shows the performance of the order-based N-SNR and the RR scheduling schemes. It is observed that both schemes achieve proportional fairness in terms of both the ergodic capacity and the average amount of harvested energy, since all users are on average scheduled the same number of times. Furthermore, RR scheduling performs in-between the order-based N-SNR curves. This result was expected since the RR scheme is neither biased towards power transfer nor towards information transfer. Moreover, by reducing j from N to 1, the order-based N-SNR scheduling allows the users to harvest more energy at the expense of reducing their ergodic capacities. For example, for the best-channel user reducing j from N to 1 leads to a 7.94% reduction in capacity and a 26.1% increase in harvested energy. Fig. 3 shows the performance of the order-based ET scheduling scheme, which is feasible for all considered sets S a . The scheme yields ET for all users and an average harvested energy which is proportional to the users' channel conditions. It is observed that for the same |S a |, the higher the allowed orders in S a , the higher the ET at the expense of a reduction in harvested energy for all users. Hence, sets S a = {1, 2} and S a = {N −1, N} provide the extreme ranges of such a tradeoff. In particular, going from S a = {6, 7} to S a = {1, 2} leads to an increase of 18.6% and 21% in the amount of harvested energy of the best and the worst channel users, respectively, at the expense of only a 6.33% reduction in the ET.
Remark 3. Note that for lower data rates (capacities), the clock frequency and the supply voltage of the UT circuits can be scaled down (a technique known as dynamic voltage scaling). This leads to a cubic reduction in power consumption because dynamic power dissipation depends on the square of the supply voltage and linearly on the frequency (P c ∝ V 2 f ) [14] . Hence, when the users can tolerate low data rate, the selection order j of the order-based N-SNR scheduling or the orders in S a for the order-based ET scheduling can be chosen small to allow the users to harvest more RF energy and simultaneously reduce their power consumption.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper focused on modifying the scheduling objectives of energy-constrained multi-user communication systems by including the RF harvested energy as a performance measure. Novel order-based scheduling algorithms which provide proportional fairness/ET fairness and allow the control of the R-E tradeoff were presented. Order statistics theory was used to analyze the per user ergodic capacity and average harvested energy for the considered schemes. The results reveal that a smaller selection order for the order-based N-SNR scheme and lower orders in the selection set S a for the order-based ET scheme result in a higher average harvested energy for all users at the expense of reduced average capacities.
APPENDIX
The order-based ET scheduling may fail to provide all users with ET for one of the following reasons: 1) Some user n is required to be scheduled more often than possible. That is ∃n : p n > |Sa| N from (16) ≡ Pr(U n |O n ∈ S a ) > 1. Thus, the first feasibility condition follows. 2) For certain combinations of users in S a , the sum of the required probabilities that one of them accesses the channel exceeds one. That is, ∃ a combination (k 1 , . . . , k |Sa| ) in {1, . . . , N}, where |Sa| l=1 Pr(U k l |S a = {O k1 , . . . , O k |Sa| }) > 1. To find a simple condition for the second case, we first synthesize Pr(U n |O n ∈ S a ) using the law of total probability as Pr(Un|On ∈ Sa) = 1 replacing the number of probability terms that add to 1 by 1 .
Moreover, adding L > |S a | equations of (21) for the users with indices (k 1 , . . . , k L ), and applying (22) for every |S a |-length combination from the set {k 1 , . . . , k L }, the whole summation will be limited to
which must hold for every combination (k 1 , . . . , k L ) in {1, . . . , N} and for every L = |S a |, . . . , N. Hence, the second feasibility condition follows.
